
TO BE LEADER 
Ca'd'or is an exclusive brand, a distinctive mark of the Menmade company, which produces its wines on 
the indigenous terrains of Franciacorta (gentle moraine hills of Lake Iseo - Brescia) and Lessini Mountains 
(volcanic soils of Lake Garda-Verona).  

A simple and clear philosophy: to combine the elegance and freshness of its award-winning docg and doc 
wines with the flair of a truly appealing bottle - decorated with a precious mask as a reminder of the timeless 
noble ltalian families - with a high range positioning. 

THE CA’D’OR WINES
A simple and clear philosophy: to combine the elegance and freshness of its award-winning docg and doc 
wines with the flair of a truly appealing bottle - decorated with a precious mask as a reminder of the timeless 
noble ltalian families-with a high range positioning.



25040 TIMOLINE, CORTE FRANCA (BS) - ITALIA
VIA BRESCIA, 3A

TEL. 030 9826562

info@cadorwine.it
www.cadorwine.it



CULTURE AND TRADITION

Franciacorta & Sparkling Wines
of Great Excellence



The elegance: 
90% Chardonnay, 10% Pinot Noir - Sugar 4g/l. 
It comes from our Grand Cru vineyards planted with 
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grapes. After 7 months for the 
first fermentation in small steel tanks, it rests for about 
30 months, aging, maturing and refermenting in the 
bottle, in contact with selected yeasts, in the darkness and 
silence of the Cellar.

The authoritative:
55% Chardonnay, 45% Pinot Noir - Sugar 0g/l.
It comes from our Grand Cru vineyards planted with 
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grapes. After 7 months for the 
first fermentation in small steel tanks, it rests for about 
60 months, aging, maturing and refermenting in the 
bottle, in contact with selected yeasts, in the darkness and 
silence of the Cellar.

Franciacorta D.O.C.G.

Franciacorta D.O.C.G.

Noble Cuvee 

millesimato 2011

Pas Dose’



The refinement:
100% Chardonnay - Sugar 2g/l.
Our Satén is made with 100% Chardonnay grapes selected 
from our Grand Cru Vineyards.
After the first 7 months of fermentation in Steel tanks, then 
for 30 months rest in our decorated bottles with selected 
yeasts in the darkness of our cellar.

Franciacorta D.O.C.G.
Saten



The seduction:
80% Pinot Noir, 20% Chardonnay - Sugar 4g/l. 

It comes from our Grand Cru vineyards, planted with 
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grapes on the gentle hills of 

Passirano. After 7 months for the first fermentation in small 
steel tanks, it rests for about 30 months, aging, maturing 

and refermenting in the bottle, in contact with selected 
yeasts, in the darkness and silence of the Cellar.

The freshness:
100% Durella - Sugar 8 g/l.  

It comes from our Grand Cru vineyards, planted with Durella 
grapes. It ferments for about 12 months in small steel tanks, 

in total absence of sulphur dioxide, and then it ages in the 
bottle. It is produced every year with grapes of the same vin-
tage, so, while maintaining its soft fresh and fruity features, 

every year it also gives us slightly different aromatic notes, 
because each season has its own distinctive note.

Franciacorta D.O.C.G.

Metodo Italiano D.O.C.

Noble Rose

blanc de blancs

millesimato


